
 

999 Ambulance (Unscheduled Care)  

See and Covey - taken to hospital 

Patient Survey Feedback  

  Month: February 2021 

 
94.3% 

Very good or good overall 
experience of the service 

Free text comments 

 

Positive  
free text 

comments 

Great staff very caring 

Very professional and accomplished team. 

I felt reassured that my wife was in the best hands. 

Paramedics were extremely reassuring and friendly and the standard of treatment 
was excellent. 

 
 

Negative   
free text 

comments 

Response time was a worry at the time. 

Wait too long 3 hours with dad 84 ended put in car went hospital 

Lack of communication and approximately 9 hour wait 

 

Number of responses 

Online 24  

Total: 

583 

 

Print 85 

Text 474 

 

  



 

Thinking of the 999 service we provide. Overall 
how was your experience of the service? 

Number Percentage 
% variance from 
previous month 

Very good and Good (combined) 550 94.3% -0.5 

Very good 501 85.9% +2.4 

Good 49 8.4% -2.9 

Neither good nor poor 10 1.7% -0.1 

Poor 13 2.2% +0.4 

Very poor 8 1.4% -0.2 

Don't Know 2 0.3% +0.3 

Please note: comparisons above are made against the previous months report. Surveys are input against the date the service is used 
therefore small variations in data can happen between reports. 

Survey trend graph 

 

Sentiment Analysis 

 



 

Results by resource CCG  

Resource CCG 
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Total 94.3% 3.6% 583 501 49 10 13 8 0 

County Durham CCG 90.1% 7.9% 101 81 10 2 6 2 0 

Newcastle Gateshead CCG 98.4% 2.4% 123 114 7 0 1 1 0 

North Tyneside CCG 95.2% 3.2% 62 54 5 1 2 0 0 

Northumberland CCG 96.7% 1.6% 61 53 6 0 0 1 0 

South Tyneside CCG 97.0% 0.0% 33 30 2 1 0 0 0 

Sunderland CCG 93.0% 1.8% 57 46 7 2 0 1 0 

Tees valley CCG 92.4% 4.2% 118 97 12 4 3 2 0 

CCG unknown  92.6% 7.4% 27 25 0 0 1 1 0 

Results by Cluster  

Resource CCG 
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Total 94.3% 3.6% 583 501 49 10 13 8 0 

Alnwick 100.0% 0.0% 16 14 2 0 0 0 0 

Backworth 95.5% 3.0% 67 61 3 1 1 1 0 

Bishop Auckland 82.8% 13.8% 29 21 3 1 2 2 0 

Blucher 96.7% 1.6% 61 52 7 1 0 1 0 

Coulby 94.1% 5.9% 17 16 0 0 0 1 0 

Cramlington 93.6% 4.3% 47 40 4 0 2 0 0 

Hartlepool 84.6% 3.8% 26 18 4 3 0 1 0 

Lanchester Road 93.6% 6.4% 47 40 4 0 3 0 0 

Monkton 97.8% 0.0% 46 43 2 0 0 0 0 

No Cluster 96.6% 2.9% 174 152 16 1 4 1 0 

Pallion 93.8% 0.0% 32 27 3 2 0 0 0 

Stockton 85.7% 9.5% 21 17 1 1 1 1 0 



 

Free text comments  

The staff that came out to me were amazing! I was really unwell and they made me feel safe and explained 
everything step by step to me. They were very understanding  

Calm operator with good friendly manner who asked the relevant questions while help was on the way  

A bit of a wait considering i was having probs breathing and needed oxy  

Prompt and polite service  

Lack of communication and approximately 9 hour wait 

Very efficient and the staff were excellent , very professional and respectful . They put the patient at ease.  

Great staff very caring  

Always good service, have used on numerous occasions as i work in a heath care setting 

I’ve never had a bad experience with you guys  

I called an ambulance with a severe overdose where the girl was kept in for almost a week. I waited for two hours 
with her as the ambulance said they would be 18 minutes. She could have lost her life and no one had the courtesy 
to tell me how late they would be. 

Wait to long 3 hours with dad 84 ended put incar went hospital  

Made my mother-in-law feel much better by light hearted but very professional approach. Spoke in N excellent 
friendly mannar while maintains excellent professionalism 

Quick and paramedics were excellent.  

Ambulance service were fantastic but when I arrived at hospital to receive treat mentioned I was neglected and told 
there's nothing wrong with me when the ambulance crew can confirm there was definitely something wrong with me. 
I was wrongly discharged from hospital under the pain and injuries I am still suffering. Also under the pain the 
ambulance crew seen me in. 

Both telephone and paramedic staff were amazing. Their caring roll was 100 per cent.  

The paramedics were very well trained and kept me in comfort 

Very polite and understanding on the phone. Great all round service.  

Was very happy with the 999 call I made and help why we waited for paramedics, but most of all the paramedic who 
saved my brother's life 

arrived very quickly 

Staff worked very efficiently 

Both paramedics were very respectful of my decision and were clear about the options available.  

Very professional and accomplished team.I felt reassured that my wife was in the best hands.  

Staff where amazing 

Ambiance crew responded quickly and were friendly and professional. 

Excellent care and customer service 

Person on the other end of the phone was very good. Which makes you feel better 

Polite, discrete ,  had  a very calming effect which made all the difference.  

Staff were excellent and professional. Very supportive and a quick response Thank you  

Prompt, efficient response, very professional and caring paramedics  

Amazing  

My involvement was to contact 999 service on behalf of someone else who had fallen during the night. 

First occasion the ambulance arrived within 3 minutes and the second occasion within 10 minutes. Both sets of 
paramedics were very polite and friendly and cared for me until I arrived at A&E.  

They were very quick answering my call for help as I was not well 

Quick , efficient service  

The nurse called back to inform me there would be a longer delay for the ambulance. Then both crew members 
were lovely and friendly for my son. Made him feel at ease and helped calm him down to be taken to hospital  

Quick and easy  

Excellent service from the call handler to the ambulance crew. Handled very professionally and efficiently. Thanks 
for all you do  

Both of the Ambulance men were reassuring, thorough, patient and kind.  

Excellent, prompt service! 



 

The paramedics were very pleasant and professional. 

The crew were brilliant  

They were amazing and reassuring and sorted the situation out. 

Quick response. Clear telephone guidance. Brilliant life saving paramedic staff. 

Listened carefully to everything I said and reassured me that help was on its way  

Good service but ambulance driver followed the sat nav which had taken him the more slower winding roads route 
even when I was in the ambulance in pain I had to tell the driver which way back to Newcastle rvi because he was 
following the the sat nav which would have taken him about 8 miles in the wrong direction but we eventually got to 
the rvi 

Paramedics were extremely reassuring and friendly and the standard of treatment was excellent. 

Very caring and professional. Went above and beyond their job description  

Very clear questions and guidance  

I was given lots of support on the teldphone. Ambulance was at my address exactly when they said they would 
be.Staff were compassionate supportive and understanding 

Polite considerate gentlemen. 

Very helpful and calming crew explained everything they were doing  

They showed patients and understanding with my very stubborn father encouraged him into hospital which in my 
eyes was a difficult task  

Put my Mam at ease as soon as they arrived. Very considerate of othe 3 of us there.   

I would have put very good because the crew were, but it took over an hour to get to us and my husband was on 
extreme pain abd at the point of collapse long before they got to us.  I understand it's all about resources but it was 
very stressful waiting 

I had 5 amulances but 1 of your paramedics were aweful the rest were great 

Within 4 minutes of the call to 999 the ambulance had arrived. 

Both of the ambulance staff who turned up to help me I cannot fault. They were efficient and very understanding of 
my situation, they calmed me down without me even knowing it. They were also very thorough with my medical 
history. I cannot remember their names which is a shame on me but they attended on Saturday Morning at 2am. 
6.2.21  I felt a lot better and less worried when they left. Both are an asset to the service. 

They were quick to arrive for my daughter and they have arranged help for her for her mental health 

After my daughter dialling 999 the paramedics were at my home in Whitley Bay within 20 minutes. Their previous 
call had been in Newcastle. They were very thorough with their investigations/questions and carried out numerous 
tests on me. They gave me sound information and helpful advice. I was extremely pleased with this. On their advice 
I have made an appointment to have my bloods tested. I am extremely grateful to the 2 paramedics who treated me 
and to the NHS for an excellent service. 

The ambulance staff arrived in a reasonably quick time and got straight to the job at hand  

Very prompt and professional. I called and within 45 minutes the ambulance was here.  

From start to finish the service was excellent, friendly and compassionate at all times  

They were prompt. Lovely natured and made me feel at ease.  

They were amazing, explained everything fully and took very good care of my husband and got here so quick. They 
do an amazing job and are so under paid in my opinion  

I was really struggling, but the staff got me to hospital in real good time, I'm home now and really grateful  

Because they were excellent, arrived very quickly in time of need. Ambulance men very efficient and knowledgable, 
also very calming. 

Paramedics were competent friendly and efficient, putting patient at ease despite the patient being in extreme 
discomfort and pain. 

Very fast service and really nice paramedics  

True professionals kind and caring 

Very quick response, ambulance crew very professional, courteous & helpful. 

Very friendly and professional. Thorough examination and evaluation of medical condition. Provided great 
reassurance making me feel so much better. 

Very professional, helpful and understanding  

Dad took poorly with dizziness and kept falling over - went to hospital and was discharged into care home for rehab 
- no review of why dizzy. After much intervention from the family we have found out there was no mention of 
dizziness on admission so wasn’t reviewed. He’s now stuck in a system we can’t get him out of. 

Quick response and very professional. 



 

Doing a really good job  

A very prompt response and staff very reassuring and caring as well as efficient and competent  

Excellent friendly paramedics 

Arrived very quickly and staff were professional and fab 

The paramedic who came out wasnt happy with my wife’s saturation levels tested them numerous times as she had 
breathing problems due to Covid had her on oxygen when he took her off it levels dropd strait away so ambers an 
ambulance which what’s there in 10 mins very satisfied with the service and professionalism thay used thank you 
my wife fully recovers du to them thank you  

Swift response  

Fast response and very professional paramedics 

Excellent and knowledgeable staff 

It would have been higher but i was put on hold on a 999 call for over 13 minutes with the patient lying on the floor 
in all that time 

Didn’t have to wait too long, also for call while I was waiting, lots of advice and reassurance  

Speedy response and thorough checks and diagnosis 

They were really helpful and they arrived quite fast. They do an amazing job  

2 Paramedics were really helpful and reassuring  

Service was good, however took 1.5hrs for ambulance to arrive for high priority. Also told be to get a defib that 
wasn't there. All telephone staff and paramedics were really polite and friendly.  

Paramedics were very professional and and the care they give was outstanding.  

Very fast and efficient service . Excellent paramedics and equipment . 

Very professional on the phone , ambulance arrived  very quick , a lovely , reassuring , friendly lady and gent , put 
me at ease for going on the stretcher and in the ambulance , thank you so much 

The ambulance arrived very quickly and the staff put me at ease the whole time, they were professional  

The operator and the paramedics who attended were all really helpful and calm. I had to wait a little while to get 
through to the operator though, which made me a bit panicky at the time.  

Excellent! very thorough in caring service, good listeners and polite 

The ambulance arrived well within time for the emergency. The paramedics delivered an excellent service  with 
extensive knowledge and experience. We felt everything  was been dealt with appropriately and quickly.   

They very quick and very Professional I’m very well mannered couldn’t fault them 

Friendly staff, prompt response  

Professional & knowledgeable about my problem couldn't have been more helpful  

Very quick response from answering the phone to the ambulance arriving.  Lovely crew, explained  everything  they 
were doing. Cannot fault at all!! 

They were very efficient  

Arrived very quickly very efficient in getting me to hospital did all tests necessary before mu arrival 

Made to feel that they cared  

The lady on the phone was very empathetic with me and calm  when my  father was so poorly  

The ambulance came quickly they were polite and very thorough 

Called 999 for cardiac arrest, crew responded within minutes 

The 3 ambulance attendees were so lovely, and very understanding of my covid symptoms. They made me feel at 
ease and completed all of the checks thoroughly.  

Very quick efficient service  

Polite and explained what they were doing  

The man that called to my house was very helpful and he settled my wife down she has been feeling a lot better  

I was pleased with the help I was given over the telephone 

The ambulance arrived when expected the two paramedics where polite kind and very professional They kept us 
calm and made sure we knew what was happening then the took both of us to hospital Could not fault the two 
paramedics 5stars+ 

100% professional  

The ambulance arrived quickly, I was treated with respect at all times. They explained everything to me and made 
sure I understood every step of the way 



 

I feel we should not have been given an option of hospital or gp.  The offer of going to go made us think there was 
less urgency.   By not going to hospital at this time led to more distress, having to attend EAU through the night,,  
and then further need for services the following night with first responder and another ambulance 

Paramedic were thorough and caring 

They responded very quickly and were very reassuring  

Thought response time could have been quicker for a 999 call 

My boyfriend rang and they told him an ambulance would be with us in 18 minutes and we had to ring up twice as I 
waited 5 and a half hours 

Because you asked  

Very caring response and the team explained what they were doing before the transfer to hospital 

The ambulance arrived in the stated time scale. The two paramedics were caring and efficient. 

Ambulance came pretty quickly and the paramedics were very reassuring  

I felt like I was instantly dismissed as not being an emergency 

Quick knowledgeable, friendly and professional  

Waited over 4 hours for a non emergency call but for my 86 year old father who was in considerable pain  

Came within a very short time and were great  

Very polite and very understanding at a time when we were so worried and stressed 

Very helpful  

Attended promptly in time frame given. Felt supported throughout  

On the afternoon of the 10th February, 2021, my mother was in severe pain so I dialled 999. The ambulance crew, , 
arrived quickly, put her at ease and gave her the assistance she needed. She did not require hospital treatment but 
they did as much as they could to help her at home and offered useful advice as well. My mother and I were 
impressed by their professionalism and very grateful for everything they did. 

The paramedics that came to our house were professional kind caring and understanding. Would also recommend 
111 service. 

Good service friendly staff. 

I had every confidence in their ability. 

Paramedics where not helpful and they refused to take to hospital when they got told Gp out of hours 

Attendees were respectful and professional keeping me informed of what they were doing and why  

Very professional and caring  

Very rapid response time. The crew were reassuring and professional.  

The paramedics were amazing. So friendly and comforting  

The ambulance staff were caring and knowledgeable  

Excellent and kind people that attended the incident  

Very professional reassuring manner  

The crew came straight in as requested and examined me before taking me to N/T 

One of the paramedics who attended my call for my client was very rude, very unprofessional and should not be 
working with the public.  

They were very good and they were quick to respond  

Fantastic care for my mam and put her at ease  

From the initial call for an ambulance, to that ambulance arriving within a short time frame, to 2 friendly, capable 
paramedics who assessed my friend and clearly explained at all times what they were doing and what would 
happen next. 

Outstanding care given by the paramedics. Professional but also very genuinely caring. I can't praise these fantastic 
people enough. 

The Ambulance service from start to completion was first class. 

We understand the current situation but having to wait over 7 hrs 2 calls for ambulance then 3  999 calls found this 
very stressful  

The response was  as they said it would be and the paramedics were spot on. 

The 999 operator was so patient and kind even though we were panicking. The two paramedics were kind and 
polite and involved the family in what they were doing and why, they put us at ease that our Dad was in good hands. 

Totally understood my problem and needs 



 

The paramedics were friendly and talked through everything. They were very understanding and supportive when I 
was worried about leaving my newborn to go to hospital.  

Polite friendly, giving good instructions and reassuring me that help was on the way  

The only problem i had was waiting to be put through to the ambulance call centre  

The efficiency and speed of the service.  

The response was swift and the crew were very respectful, patient and professional while dealing with tje problem 

From the call centre to his arrival at hospital I couldn't have asked for better. Ambulance arrived in under 30 
minutes. Paramedics were amazing with my 9 year old who had dislocated his thumb. They humoured his curiosity 
in the ambulance and just made a terrible experience a much better one. He still talks about them.. Thank you, just 
thank you for all you do. I can't praise any of the people involved here enough.  

Care I received was first class, talked me through and explained everything they were doing. 

Everyone was really efficient, and very helpful and reassuring.  

Excellent they were great I think they saved my husband's life they were brilliant xx 

Professional service. The 2 paramedics were both reassuring and courteous. Their approach instilled confidence 
and was mindful of the maintenance of dignity and respect.  

I’ve been in distress so many times and they say it can take up to 2 hours for an ambulance I’ve been near suicide 
so many times and having to wait  

Put you at ease listened to what you said repeated in unsure what you said in a nice way  

Although we waited 3hrs for the ambulance staff were in touch  twice to apologise and make sure dads condition 
had not worsened  

The service I received was v good 

excellent thanks.  they came and attended to my husband quickly  

Fantastic service made me feel calm in a worrying situation  

Very quick on the scene and made the write decision to take me to hospital very professional  

The paramedics were extremely friendly and calmed my mam down in I time offering reassurance to her all the 
while they were treating her 

Great service, prompt arrival very friendly and comforting paramedic  

Quick response,  treated patient with care 

Polite, helpful, efficient 

Very helpful, understanding and friendly  

The ambulance arrived with about 10 mins the paramedics were very thorough and put my husband at ease.  

I clearly explained the underlying issue and one of the effects being trapped gas in my shoulder and back. I stated 3 
times that I was not having a heart attack yet when paramedic turned up that was what they were advised. Yes I 
was in extreme pain but wasn’t dying  

Very friendly staff. Made me feel at ease. Calmed me down as I was worrying about my situation. 

Excellent crew. Very professional 

Very quick to respond and a good service when they arrived 

My husband was in agony I couldn’t lift him. You helped him, calmed him and reassured him  

Fast response easy to talk to and listened  

Extremely helpful and understanding staff both on the phone and the ambulance crew 

We were told our call was given high priority, sirens etc, but the response time was completely unacceptable. Had 
my mother in law stopped breathing, she would have died in front of us. I’m not sure how long we waited for an 
emergency ambulance but would estimate a wait of over half an hour. That said, the crew, once they arrived, were 
incredible. I know the delay is the result of cuts, but it is unacceptable. Something needs to be done about this.  

Fast and very good  

Took far too long for the emergency rang for  

Operater very helpful and professional talking through the concerns we had and very understanding with the patient 
being elderly and at times uncooperative  

Very fast and helpful  

The time it took to activate the help we needed...I believe we were eventually passed onto the Kent NHS helpline 

I was experiencing a vaginal haemorrhage  

Always helpful and calming  

Caring ambulance staff  



 

The paramedics were very considerate and caring  

Excellent service. The phone handler was kind, caring, helpful  

The paramedics were amazing upon arrival and made us feel at ease straight away, they are a total credit to NHS. 
However my elderly Nan was extremely breathless (due to heart failure) - my family rang around 7 times, as we 
waited 1 hr 30 minutes and even though they told us to ring back if necessary we found they were relaying same 
questions asked first - this was very stressful due to how poorly my Nan was.  

There where very helpful and give me the support I needed  

I was ringing about my father who lives in Middlesbrough who is 95. The response was very quick and efficient. The 
ambulance crew rang me and kept me informed.  

Super helpful  

Excellent from telephone call to actual transfer to hospital  

Operator struggled to find the location we were at of incident  

The ambulance crew were brilliant and explained what they were doing and why 

Lovely staff on phone 

The amount of time waiting just to get through to speak to someone 

Because if it wasnt for the ambulance service my partner wouldn’t be here  

Arrived very quick put at ease Thorough check up 

Very attentive call handler appeared to be very knowledgeable around what my call was about 

Once I got past 999service , I was disconnected so needed to go back to 999 and although this was within a few 
seconds Operator was expecting me to go through all questions again - this was with 94 year old who had been 
stuck on her bathroom floor through the night. Once I actually got to speak with ambulance centre service was 
superb, in fact it could not have been better and I am very grateful. 

Professional, caring, knowledgeable. 

I can not say anything but all good about them 

The service provided a quick response, the paramedics were polite, reassuring and thorough in their examination of 
my symptoms.  

They were unsure of the best course of action to take as they had never seen it before. They rang different 
departments to try and find a resolution. 

Very professional, caring and calm staff.  Made me feel very comfortable as had covid and was very worried about 
going into hospital. 

My dad was having a heart attack, the man on the phone was calming and quick to help, ambulance was outside 
within 90 seconds of hanging up the phone, amazing reassuring lady and man showed up and treat my dad with 
respect and understanding. He had made a full recovery and i cant thank the nhs enough. Amazing workers 
amazing people. Thank you 

Lovely happy staff credit to NHS 

The call was answered immediately, the ambulance arrived quickly and my mother received first class treatment 
from the attending paramedics. 

Call handler kept me calm while assessing me over the phone and listened and upgraded my call when he knew I 
was getting worse. Crew that arrived couldn't have been more helpful and helped me stay calm while they treated 
me before taking me hospital to be checked out. 

Reassuring competent and clear 

They had came to visit my uncle within ten minutes after I had dialled. The paramedics that had came were 
excellent and were friendly. Fantastic service for my uncle and my uncle was speaking highly of the two paramedics 
too.  

Although this service is extremely busy at present and it took  a while for the Ambulance to turn up I had phone call 
while waiting to check I was okay and the lady was very pleasant and helpful. 

The care provided to my mother was excellent but the wait for the ambulance was over 2 and a half hours 

The service came very quickly and all 3 members of staff were completely professional and confident.  They made 
me feel so much more at ease and they took control which was a welcome relief. The staff communicated 
everything clearly to us, they were very friendly and made a difficult situation much more manageable  

Very professional and knew what they were doing. 

The north east ambulance service acted fast and gave me an extremely high standard of care. They made me feel 
at ease and comfortable but also very professional! We are so lucky to have the NHS thank you  

They came quickly and were very calm and efficient. And just reassuring   

It was quite quick and easy to get the ambulance. The paramedic staff were fully equipped and showed full 
professionalism while dealing with the patient at home and during the transfer to the hospital. 



 

Because the ambulance crew that came out to me were really good and really care and they help me until I went to 
hospital well done to the crew 

They were at home within 30 mins 

Ambulance arrived quickly, the two paramedics were very friendly, helpful, very professional. I felt they were very 
knowledgeable medically. 

quick response. Excellent care for recovery from hupo. 

They came very quick and were very helpful 

Looked after me physically and mentally and did not judge 

Very helpful & understanding 

Prompt arrival and decisive action taken  

They did every thing and more  

Quick response 

Said 18 mins to come to house was here is 8 mins 

They were fast, professional and made me reassured and feeling safe.  

The crew were hugely helpful, gave us plenty of time and helped me plan care for my ill relative to savour a hospital 
admission.  

The paramedics were polite, new what they where doing, respectful of how i was feeling. Caring. 

Fast response very helpful on phone 

Prompt answering and assistance, clear questions, and instructions  

Ambulance arrived quickly and paramedics were very professional.  

Slow arrival but immediately understood the problem  

Friendly and efficient, gave great care attention and advice in a very stressful situation 

They were so professional and very knowledgeable  

They were so polite and very good to my wife when see started to panic about going to hospital  

Fast service helpfully staff 

Fast response. Lovely crew and fantastic service 

They saved my dad's life 

The team were Excellent with my husband  

The lady in the control room was very polite and understanding of the situation. And the paramedics came out very 
quickly and dealt with the situation professionally. 

They made us feel comfortable they reassured us and the service was fantastic  

Found the whole team excellent. 

In current times the NHS are amazing. All staff go above and beyond. 

Very efficient and caring staff 

From the operator taking the call to the paramedics that attended they were genuine caring professional reassuring 
and simply brilliant with myself and my baby daughter.  

Very efficient and attentive, the operatives were very polite and helpful, I consider they are the best  

Helpful and reassuring throughout  

Fast response  

Very pleasant and friendly staff. Would recommend to anyone.  

Arrived within 10 min of calling and really took care of my partner  

Quick response and very helpful 

The ambulance came quickly considering we are in a very rural area and the two paramedics were fantastic. 

Informative, reassuring, professional and put me at ease.  

Excellent service from paramedics very friendly and on the ball.  10 out of 10 

Made me feel at ease  

Because the driver who come did not feel comfortable to leave my son at home so i think he saved my son's life i 
am so grateful to your company thank you so much  

Because they were very efficient friendly put me at ease and willing to listen as my condition is or was rare they 
were a credit to your service in every way  

The ambulance man was called XXXXXX from consett he wasn’t bothered about looking after my girlfriend he was 
just bothered about our Xbox  



 

It took over a hour for ambulance to arrive and paramedics wasn’t sure which hospital or place to take me to didn’t 
do obs till we half way to hospital  

I appreciate the handler of the call was required to ask pro forma questions , however , given the gravity of the 
situation , I felt I was speaking to an automaton . I can’t criticise the handler , I understand their position , but their is 
something unsettling about their need to go through the set questions that give the impression they are completely 
‘removed ‘ from the situation a service user is experiencing which is not reassuring .  

Brilliant, compassionate care 

Arrived quickly, paramedics were calm and reassuring. 

I was scared,  The paramedics  put me at ease and looked after  me really well, they dug a path out in the snow to 
get me to the ambulance and even thou the roads had not been gritted, I felt safe. 

They have good advice on my illness and talk to me to help my anxiety levels calm down 

Acted prompty 

Fast arrival, supportive and caring and compassionate. 

A gave that answer because there all amazing people whom work for nhs ambulance servise 

Were clear, concise and dealt with my call professionally and courteously 

The two young ladies who attended my father were very professional and showed empathy while in attendance  

The staff and paramedics were supportive and acted promptly. They gave reassurance and were also helpful. They 
had a very good knowledge of my father’s situation and arranged a bed in hospital by passing a and e which was 
extremely helpful.  

Very professional and they put the patient at ease. 

Staff on the phone were very helpful and friendly  

Quick and very efficient response. Very caring paramedics  

My mother was on the floor after a fall but we still waited 2.5 hours for the ambulance to arrive 

Prompt arrival. Professional, Empathise, Immediate assessment and treatments. Both male & female attendants 

They were here within 10mins.The staff were very good and understanding . 

i felt supported throughout my call,  

Ambulance staff were quick, professional and very caring to my wife and very careful in moving her from house to 
ambulance in severe pain. 

Quick response really hepful  

So understanding and caring.  

The staff where excellent in helping with my aunt, explaining what was happening and keeping us all informed 
throughout the time spent with them 

Over the last 3 months I have had to call an ambulance for help 4 times and I honestly think I might have died if it 
had not been for this remarkable service the NHS 

Fast response, confident staff & supportive  

The ambulance crew were very understanding and made me feel at ease.  

Excellent prompt response. First class service. Very calm and professional and calm. 

Quick response,  kept me informed, professional and polite.  

The radio centre were very good ringing the person injured and reassuring them. 

Crew of the ambulance were very good 

Fast response,  excellent care and assessment given 

Friendly put at ease thorough  

Very helpful. 

Paramedics who came were very kind and courteous 

The ambulance took an hour and half and it was an emergency  

The paramedics were very efficient and put me at ease almost immediately. I was given excellent care and was 
kept informed both in the house and in the ambulance. A very smooth ride to the hospital and stayed with me until I 
was settled. Excellent service all round 

The paramedics that attended were fantastic. 

Quick response, very pleasant and helpful staff 

I called 999 service as heart rate was up to 238 bpm took 2 hours for car to turn up then waited further 45mins for 
van  



 

Fast response and effective treatment with holistic assessment. Family and patient been included with in the patient 
assessment 

Great service  

Ist class treatment in difficult times put my mind at rest and looked after me very well  

They were very carming and took full vital signs to make sure all areas of me been ill was covering  

They arrived Les than 10 minutes after hang up 999 Very kind and helpful  

paramedics paramedics were very knowledgeable, they were very polite and very caring. They were quick and to 
the point with treatment. And the service was very much appreciated 

Very quick response and delta with patient quickly  

Very quick professional they showed great knowledge of symptoms and compassion 

Very understanding crew 

The ambulance came quickly and the staff quickly made me feel safe and comfortable, checking absolutely 
everything before taking me to hospital. They already did a lot of the ground work so when we got to hospital they 
could act quickly. 

They knew to take me into hospital straight away and I will be forever thankful as it turned out to be a series 
infection  

everybody was very efficient and easy to talk to.The staff who came out decided that i did not need to go to hospital 

Arrived quickly and very helpful  

very fast service and professional staff 

paramedics arrived quickly and were very efficient 

Not long to arrive. Very professional. Put me at ease. 

Were very kind and understood me. Very thankful to them. 

Very professional. Treaded with dignity. 

Excellent, very caring and feel very safe. 

Medics caring, supportive. Quick response. 

Speed, efficienty. Over last year ambulances have been called to my 95 year old Aunt *** *** several times. No 
reason to complain. 

From discussing my problem with my GP as a result of an arranged call to be looked after in such a professional 
manner made me feel grateful. 

Very quick response. 

All the staff responded quickly and efficiently, with respect and compassion. Their calm reassurance and humour 
and their dedication are to be commended. Thanks go to all of them! 

Really pleasant caring ambulance crew checking my obs and always give up me updates on my well being. 

Because it was. 

Excellent service. 

Although we waited 6 hours for an ambulance the staff were very good. 

Very good and efficient and professional response. 

Quick response to call, courteous and knowledgeable responders (x2). 

Arrived quickly. Explained everything. After treatment gave advise on how to proceed.  

 

Anything we could have done better? 
 

Quicker arrival 

Communication  

Just the usual quicker better faster sorry not much help there  

Call people up up date them  

Having rang several times was asked same question instead my information should have been on the system 
having written reports in the past recommend new ides for improving the service no change in twenty years and 
don't see any improvement in the next twenty staff fantastic but organisation not fit for purpose . 

Response time was a worry at the time. 

Up date sat navs if possible and make sure that drivers know rural areas  

There isn’t anything else the 2 paramedics could have done better. They were excellent. 



 

Agree with patient or next of kin on notes being presented on admission to hospital  

Pay them more!  

Arrive earlier 

Faster response time, however I am.aware this is out of your control.  

I was in the corridor at hospital A and E for s very long time before I got a bay, the ambulance trolley isn’t the most 
comfortable and when you feel very ill this doesn’t help but I know a and e’s are very busy unfortunately this time is 
was with heavily drunk/drugged males with lots of police and security making it difficult for the staff to do their jobs 

It would’ve been a bit less worrying if I could’ve got through to the ambulance service quicker, but I appreciate how 
busy the service is at the moment. 

It is probably your policy to tell people that your service is busy, that did make me concerned that the ambulance 
wouldn't arrive in time. 

Seemed to have everything under control especially in these times  

Got there faster 

The only thing would have been to warn is we needed to wear a mask for when they were in the house, we didn’t 
have any ready to hand. 

The paramedics were super but our lack of knowledge meant we did not make the right choice and health 
deteriorated and then put more pressure on the service. Don't give service users a choice  

I rang 111 .lady was nice But found out off the paramedic that came they were from 25 mins away ..even they 
questioned why as we have a local ambulance station 1 mile away from our address.  

Been quicker 

Let people know if the ambulance is going to be a long time as I waited that long my fallopian tube had burst and 
my stomach had filled with blood  

Absolutely disgusting and I'm actually going to do an official complaint  

A most efficient service especially since we are in the middle of a pandemic. Nothing could have been done better 
other than an even quicker response than 30 minutes. But do understand the demands on the service at this time. 

After having a fall, maybe not assume that my answers weren't accurate 

Been quicker  

My mother and I were very satisfied and have no complaints. 

There isn't really anything you could have done better. 

They could of said we will be happy to take you to hospit me in to hospital  

The original 999 call was a trial as at that time I was still bleeding profusely and the questions were repeated 
several times 

Make sure all staff who you employ are good at dealing with people.  

Been notified better on waiting time 

Answers the phone a little quicker  

Not sit outside in the ambulance forc1 hour, not take her in. Then us have to ring for another ambulance who took 
her straight in. She has now passed away. The 1st ambulance wanted to gossip slagging of GPS and striking the 
dog. Was late also due to being busy, never even examined her, but sat in the ambulance writing a form for 
45minutes. 

The ambulance could have arrived more promptly but we were warned that the service was very busy.  

There needs to be more ambulances 

Arrived a bit sooner 

waited nearly an hour . I know they are extremely busy but I thought he'd had a stroke.  

Listened instead of running through generic questions waiting for a computer to decide what happens 

The waiting time was roughly 2 hours but this wasent a bad negative as I understand the pressure on the NHS at 
the moment in time. 

Perhaps attend a bit quicker? Although i do appreciate this isn't the best of times. 

Arrived faster. Waiting over half an hour for an ‘emergency’ response, with sirens, is completely unacceptable. My 
mother in law later died in hospital, so she was obviously critically ill and worthy of an urgent response. The 
Ambulance Service needs greater investment, as a matter of urgency!!!Would the Queen or government dignitary 
have to wait that long for an urgent response!? Once on site the ambulance crew were incredible and treated my 
mother in law effectively and with compassion, while accommodating her distressed family. I could not speak more 
highly of the crew. Not everyone is confident in doing CPR or providing other emergency first aid. Most people 
couldn’t provide CPR for 30 minutes. Such delays are a disgrace. I feel very strongly about this.  

When here nothing better could have been done the time it took could have caused a life lost 



 

Less attitude and more polite some 999 calls have been fine and the call holder has been lovely but others times 
sometimes they talk to you like your stupid  

Paramedics were amazing - the 999 call handlers I understand they read from set questions but this was extremely 
frustrating for us as a family. One of the questions that kept on recurring was “is the patient breathing” which they 
wanted a yes or no answer. My Nan was breathing however gasping for breath which is in our eyes not breathing 
well! They did not like this answer and wanted a straight yes or no.  

Listen to information given,    to give confidence to caller 

Have more staff available to take calls  

Get the amblunce a bit quicker rather than six hours  

Not left my mother in pain with a fractured pubic bone for so long 

The north east ambulance I couldn’t fault, the call handlers not so great  

Quicker response time, if only there were more paramedics & ambulance.  £££ ! 

Slow arrival but great service  

The paramedics were great its just a shame that there equipment was old and not working as it should of been but 
credit were credit is due they were great just powered through with out a issue can not praise them enough  

Took 6 hours to get her out of the ambulance and into triage. But that is the current situation.  

You did everything really well considering it was during lockdown. I am filling this out on behalf of my dad as he 
doesn't have a mobile phone 

The operator never mentioned Covid 19 and I was Covid 19 positive I was calling for my daughter. I informed the 
paramedics as soon as they arrived before they even entered my property I also work a face covering etc but I think 
they should’ve mentioned or asked about Covid 19. I never got a chance to say as the call operator asked direct 
questions and I was obviously worried about my daughter but I should’ve said I was positive. I just assumed they’d 
have asked  

There isn’t anything they could of done better can’t praise them enough 

Only one thing that let's your service down is the time factor in arrival which is not your fault  

More urgency especially with such a serious condition  

Not take to long to get to 

Slightly fewer automated messages about covid  

Arrived earlier  

The only issue we encountered was that my aunt being 93 struggled to understand what was being said to her 
through the masks, but there isn't anything that could be done regarding that.  

I was very cold when I got into the ambulance and surprised to find it ingested. The ambulance lady got me a 
blanket and put the heater on. It was a very cold afternoon. 

Just got here quicker  

Came quicker to help  

Help was required crew brilliant  

Ambulance service to keep ambulance driver informed to which hospital it is going arrived at South Tynside to be 
told closed because of COVID diverted to Sunderland. Not much fun when you have had a heart attack. 

Neighbour made call mam is 91 and confused, no memory. Completed on her behave was there when medics 
arrived (daughter) 

All was fine just the initial long winded telephone message for patient waiting for assistance with breathing issues. 

The only downside was the long wait. 
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